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Dictated

Definition

Synonyms

(adj) determined or
decided upon as by an
authority

determined, set

212

Diffidence

(noun) lack of selfconfidence

self-doubt, self-distrust

213

Digest

(noun) a periodical
that summarizes the
news; something that
is compiled (as into a
single book or file)

condense, concentrate,
endure, stick out,
stomach, bear, stand,
tolerate, support,
brook, abide, suffer,
put up, compilation

214

Dilate

distend, elaborate,
lucubrate, expatiate,
exposit, enlarge, flesh
out, expand, expound

215

Diligence

216

Dimension

217

Disability

218

Discourse

(verb) become wider;
add details, as to an
account or idea; clarify
the meaning of and
discourse in a learned
way, usually in writing
(noun)
conscientiousness in
paying proper
attention to a task;
giving the degree of
care required in a
given situation;
persevering
determination to
perform a task
(noun) the magnitude
of something in a
particular direction
(especially length or
width or height); one
of three Cartesian
coordinates that
determine a position
in space
(noun) the condition
of being unable to
perform as a
consequence of
physical or mental
unfitness
(noun) extended
(verb)al expression in
speech or writing; an
extended
communication (often
interactive) dealing
with some particular
topic

ENGLISH

Notes

industriousness,
industry, application

proportion, property,
attribute

disablement, handicap,
impairment

talk about, discuss,
discussion, treatment,
sermon, preaching,
hold forth, dissertate,
converse
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219

Discrepancy

220

Discretion

221

Definition

Synonyms

(noun) a difference
between conflicting
facts or claims or
opinions; an event
that departs from
expectations
(noun) the trait of
judging wisely and
objectively; knowing
how to avoid
embarrassment or
distress

disagreement,
divergence, variance,
variant

Disdain

(noun) a
communication that
indicates lack of
respect by patronizing
the recipient; lack of
respect accompanied
by a feeling of intense
dislike

condescension,
patronage, contempt,
scorn, despite, reject,
spurn, freeze off, poohpooh, turn down,
contemn, despise

222

Disingenuous

artful

223

Disorder

224

Dissension

225

Dissent

226

Dissonance

227

Distant

(adj) not
straightforward or
candid; giving a false
appearance of
frankness
(noun) a disturbance
of the peace or of
public order; condition
in which there is a
disturbance of normal
functioning
(noun) disagreement
among those expected
to cooperate; a
conflict of people's
opinions or actions or
characters
(noun) a difference of
opinion; (law) the
difference of one
judge's opinion from
that of the majority
(noun) disagreeable
sounds; the auditory
experience of sound
that lacks musical
quality; sound that is
a disagreeable
auditory experience
(adj) apart in space;
separate or apart in
time

ENGLISH

Notes

discernment,
discreetness,
circumspection,
prudence, free will,
delicacy

upset, disarray,
disorderliness, perturb,
unhinge, disquiet,
trouble, cark, distract
discord, disagreement,
dissonance

protest, objection,
disagree, differ, take
issue, resist
noise, racket,
disagreement,
dissension

remote, removed,
aloof, upstage
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228

Divagate

229

Divulge

230

Docent

231

Dominant

232

Dote

233

Downy

234

Droll

235

Dulcet

236

Dunce

237

Duplicitous

Definition

Synonyms

(verb) lose clarity or
turn aside especially
from the main subject
of attention or course
of argument in
writing, thinking, or
speaking
(verb) make known to
the public information
that was previously
known only to a few
people or that was
meant to be kept a
secret
(noun) a teacher at
some universities

digress, stray, wander

(adj) exercising
influence or control;
(of genes) producing
the same phenotype
whether its allele is
identical or dissimilar
(verb) shower with
love; show excessive
affection for; be
foolish or senile due to
old age
(adj) covered with fine
soft hairs or down; like
down or as soft as
down
(adj) comical in an
odd or whimsical
manner

(adj) pleasing to the
ear; extremely
pleasant in a gentle
way
(noun) these words
are used to express a
low opinion of
someone's intelligence
(adj) marked by
deliberate
deceptiveness
especially by
pretending one set of
feelings and acting
under the influence of
another

ENGLISH

Notes

unwrap, disclose, let
on, bring out, reveal,
discover, expose,
impart, break, give
away, let out
synonyms.
dominant allele

adore, idolize, cherish,
worship, dig (slang), dote,
lap up, revere, groove on
(slang), glorify, relish,
revel in, dote upon, love,
be infatuated with.
covered or filled with
small, soft feathers or
something like them
laughable, jocose,
amusing, entertaining,
comic, comical, droll,
farcical, foolish, funny,
humorous, rich,
burlesque, risible, witty.
sweet, sweetsounding, mellifluous

A dunce is a joking
person considered to be
incapable of learning.
Marked by cunning,
deviousness, or
underhandedness. crafty,
artful, cunning,
disingenuous, sharp,
stealthy, sly, shifty, slick,
furtive, foxy, tricky, wily,
deceptive, duplicitous,
sneaky, sneaking, guileful,
scheming, deceitful
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238

Effect

(noun) (of a law)
having legal validity;
an impression
(especially one that is
artificial or contrived)

result, aftereffect,
aftermath, consequence,
fallout, effect, event,
eventuality, issue,
outcome, precipitate,
sequel, sequence, upshot.

239

Effectors

noun BIOLOGY
an organ or cell that
acts in response to a
stimulus.

effector cells

(adj) (of a liquid)
giving off bubbles;
marked by high spirits
or excitement

To show enthusiasm.
rave,
rhapsodize, carry on, go
on
and on, wax, gush,
effervesce, expatiate,
bubble.

240

Effervescent

241

Efficient

(adj) being effective
without wasting time
or effort or expense;
able to accomplish a
purpose; functioning
effectively

Well-organized,
methodical,
systematic, structured,
well-planned, logical,
coherent, well
regulated,
well run, well ordered,
orderly, businesslike,
systematized, streamli
ned, productive,
effective, labour-aving,
cost-effective,
energy-efficient,

242

Elastic

(adj) capable of
resuming original
shape after stretching
or compression;
springy; able to adjust
readily to different
conditions

stretchy, elasticated, st
retchable, springy, flexi
ble, pliant, pliable, sup
ple, yielding, rubbery,
plastic, rebounding,
recoiling, resilient,
bouncy; adaptable,
flexible, adjustable,
pliant, compliant,
accommodating,
malleable, variable,
fluid, versatile,
conformable;

243

Electrolyte

(noun) a solution that
conducts electricity

A substance which has the
ability to conduct
electricity
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244

Elicit

(verb) derive by
reason; deduce (a
principle) or construe
(a meaning)

245

Elucidate

(verb) make free from
confusion or
ambiguity; make
clear; make clear and
(more)
comprehensible

246

Elusive

(adj) skillful at eluding
capture; difficult to
describe

247

Embed

248

Emblazon

249

Emblematic

250
251

Emboss
Emit

(verb) attach to, as a
journalist to a military
unit when reporting on
a war; fix or set
securely or deeply
(verb) decorate with
heraldic arms;
decorate with colors
(adj) serving as a
visible symbol for
something abstract;
being or serving as an
illustration of a type
(verb) raise in a relief
(verb) expel (gases or
odors); give off, send
forth, or discharge; as
of light, heat, or
radiation, vapor, etc
(noun) understanding
and entering into
another's feelings

Empathy
252

253

Emphasize

(verb) to stress, single
out as important; give
extra weight to (a
communication)

Synonyms

ENGLISH

Notes

To summon or call forth.
elicit, beckon, bid, call,
conjure, evoke, gather,
muster, tap. To call forth
or bring out (something
latent, hidden
To put into words; give a
verbal account of. tell,
communicate, recite,
retell, spin, relate,
narrate, chronicle,
describe, present, report,
reveal, characterize,
delineate, divulge,
elucidate, impart,
enumerate, quote
Having the nature of a
dream. dreamlike,
dreamy, trancelike,
unrealistic, unreal, vague,
indistinct, elusive,
shadowy, intangible, faint,
illusory.
Creativity; decorum;
fascinating; fancy

Serving as a symbol.
symbolic, emblematic,
emblematical, indicative,
representational,
representative, token
imprint; mark
To blow forth or breathe
out. emit, exhale, let
out, give off, vent.

feelings : sensitivity,
appreciation, compassion,
empathy, identification,
sympathy, concern,
feeling, commiseration,
tenderness, grief, sorrow,
pity

focus attention
on, highlight, point
up, spotlight, foregroun
d, play up, make a
point of stress, put the
stress/accent/force
on, accent, accentuate
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254

Empower

(verb) give or
delegate power or
authority to; give
qualities or abilities to

authorize, license, entit
le, permit, allow, sancti
on, warrant, commissio
n, delegate, certify, acc
redit, qualify; emancip
ate, unyoke, unfetter,
unshackle, unchain, set
free, give freedom to;
Historical enfranchise

255

Emulate

To try to equal or surpass.
emulate, compete, rival,
vie

256

Encounter

(verb) compete with
successfully; approach
or reach equality with;
imitate the function of
(another system), as
by modifying the
hardware or the
software
(noun) a casual
meeting with a person
of thing; a minor
short-term fight

257

Encumber

(verb) hold back

258

Encyclical

259

Enhance

(adj) intended for
wide distribution;
(noun) a letter from
the pope sent to all
Roman Catholic
bishops throughout
the world
(verb) increase; make
better or more
attractive

entangle, tangle, snare,
snarl, knot, perplex,
enmesh, ensnare, ensnarl,
entwine, interlace,
intertwine, intertwist,
interweave, kink, mesh,
ravel, encumber
A Papal Encyclical is the
name typically given to a
letter written by a Pope to
a particular audience of
Bishops.

ENGLISH

Notes

experience, come into
contact with, run
into, come
across, come up
against, face, be faced
with, confront,
meet, meet by
chance, run into, run
across, come
across, come
upon, stumble
across, stumble
on, chance on, happen
on

increase, add
o, intensify, magnify, a
mplify, inflate, strength
en, build
up, supplement, augme
nt, boost, upgrade, rais
e, lift, escalate
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260

Ennui

(noun) the feeling of
being bored by
something tedious

The condition of being
bored : boredom, ennui,
tedium, irksomeness,
monotony, worldweariness, wearisomeness

261

Environment

(noun) the area in
which something
exists or lives; the
totality of surrounding
conditions

habitat, territory, doma
in, home, abode; the
natural
world, nature, the
living world, the
world, the earth, the
ecosystem, the
biosphere, Mother
Nature, Gaia

262

Epicenter

263

Eponym

264

Equilibrium

265

Equipoise

(noun) the point on
the Earth's surface
directly above the
focus of an earthquake
(noun) the name
derived from a person
(real or imaginary);
the person for whom
something is named
(noun) a sensory
system located in
structures of the inner
ear that registers the
orientation of the
head; a stable
situation in which
forces cancel one
another
(noun) equality of
distribution

266

Equivocate

(verb) be deliberately
ambiguous or unclear
in order to mislead or
withhold information

267

Ergometer

(noun) measuring
instrument designed
to measure power

268

Eruption

(noun) the emergence
of a tooth as it breaks
through the gum; (of
volcanos) pouring out
fumes of lava (or a
deposit so formed)

ENGLISH

Notes

balance, symmetry, eq
uipoise, parity, equality
, evenness;
composure, calmness,
calm, equanimity, colle
ctedness, sangfroid

A condition of stability
created by the opposition
of equal forces :
equilibrium, balance,
counterpoise, equipoise,
stasis, equiponderance
To avoid fulfilling or
answering completely.
evade, sidestep, elude,
circumvent, dodge, duck,
hedge, skirt, weasel out
of, equivocate, temporize,
beg the question, beat
around the bush, fence,
parry.
equipped with an
apparatus for measuring
the work performed by
exercising

discharge, venting, eje
ction, emission, explosi
on "a volcanic ruption“
rash, outbreak, inflam
mation "a skin ruption"
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get or keep away from.
shun, keep clear, avoid,
dodge, duck, elude, skip
out, skip town (informal),
escape, slip away,
eschew, fight shy of, steal
away, give a wide berth
to, sidestep, steer clear
of, absent.
A fruit tree

269

Eschew

(verb) avoid and stay
away from
deliberately; stay clear
of

270

Espalier

271

Ethic

272

Euphonious

(noun) a trellis on
which ornamental
shrub or fruit tree is
trained to grow flat
(noun) the principles
of right and wrong
that are accepted by
an individual or a
social group; a system
of principles governing
morality and
acceptable conduct
(adj) having a
pleasant sound; (of
speech or dialect)
pleasing in sound; not
harsh or strident

273

Evaluate

274

Evanescent

275

Evasive

276

Evocative

277

Excavate

(verb) form a critical
opinion of; place a
value on; judge the
worth of something
(adj) tending to vanish
like vapor

(adj) deliberately
vague or ambiguous;
avoiding or escaping
from difficulty or
danger especially
enemy fire
(adj) serving to bring
to mind

(verb) remove the
inner part or the core
of; form by hollowing

ENGLISH

Notes

The branch of philosophy
that involves
systematizing, defending,
and recommending
concepts of right and
wrong conduct

Of or relating to music or
music performance.
musical, orchestral,
symphonic, operatic,
harmonious, melodic,
melodious, tuneful,
euphonious.

assess, assess the
worth of
Hard to pin down. elusive,
dodgy, evanescent,
evasive, fleeting, fugitive,
illusory, shifty, slippery,
tricky
prevaricating, elusive,
ambiguous

Tending to bring
memories, moods, or
images subtly to mind.
evocative, nostalgic,
reminiscent, suggestive,
Proustian
To engage in digging,
hollowing out, or
removing, dig, burrow, cut
out, excavate, gouge,
scoop, shovel, spade,
grub for.
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anomaly, irregularity, d
eviation, Specialcase, departure,
inconsistency, quirk, pe
culiarity, abnormality,

278

Exception

(noun) a deliberate act
of omission; an
instance that does not
conform to a rule or
generalization

279

Exclusively

280

Exhortation

281

Exonerate

(adverb) without any
others being included
or involved
(noun) a
communication
intended to urge or
persuade the
recipients to take
some action; the act
of exhorting; an
earnest attempt at
persuasion
(verb) pro(noun)ce
not guilty of criminal
charges

282

Expel

(verb) put out or expel
from a place; force to
leave or move out

283

Exploitation

284

Expressed

(noun) an act that
exploits or victimizes
someone (treats them
unfairly); the act of
making some area of
land or water more
profitable or
productive or useful
(adj) communicated in
words; precisely and
clearly expressed or
readily observable;
leaving nothing to
implication

ENGLISH

Notes

Advice as to a decision or
course of action :
recommendation, counsel,
direction, guidance,
opinion, piece of advice,
prompting, urging,
exhortation, pointer, tip,
suggestion.

To free from a charge or
imputation of guilt.
absolve, acquit, cleanse,
clear, exculpate, excuse,
exonerate, forgive,
pardon, purgelaw,
vindicate.

throw
out, bar, ban, debar, dr
um out, thrust
out, push out, turn
out, oust, remove, get
rid of;
banish, exile, deport, e
vict, expatriate, dismis
s, displace;

communicate, convey,
indicate, show, demons
trate, reveal, intimate,
manifest, make
manifest, exhibit,
evidence, put
across/over, get
across/over; squeeze
out, press out, wring
out, force out,
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285
Extemporaneous

Definition

Synonyms

(adj) with little or no
preparation or
forethought

extempore
impromptu,
spontaneous,
unscripted,
ad lib, on-the-spot

(noun) act of
expanding in scope;
making more widely
available; act of
stretching or
straightening out a
flexed limb
(noun) the distance or
area or volume over
which something
extends; the point or
degree to which
something extends

addition, add-on,
adjunct, addendum,
augmentation,
supplement,
appendage,

To free from oppression,
bondage, or restraint.
liberate, emancipate,
manumit, set free, deliver,
release, discharge,
disencumber, rescue, let
loose, let go, let out,
extricate,

286

Extension

287

Extent

288

Extrapolate

(verb) gain knowledge
of (an area not known
or experienced) by
extrapolating;
estimate the value of

289

Extricate

290

Extrinsic

(verb) release from
entanglement of
difficulty
(adj) not forming an
essential part of a
thing or arising or
originating from the
outside

291

Fabricate

(verb) make up
something artificial or
untrue; put together
out of components or
parts

292

Facet

(noun) a smooth
surface (as of a bone
or cut gemstone); a
distinct feature or
element in a problem

ENGLISH

Notes

area, size, expanse, len
gth, stretch, range, sco
pe, compass; degree,
scale, level, magnitude,
scope, extensiveness,
amount, size

Not needed; unnecessary.
dispensable, extraneous,
extrinsic, inessential,
needless, optional,
peripheral, unessential,
unneeded, unrequired.
To form a strategy for.
plan, organize, prepare,
plot, concoct, lay plans,
blueprint, draft, make
arrangements, make
preparations, think out,
contrive, fabricate,
design, frame, outline,
block out, map

surface, face, side,
plane, angle, slant
aspect, feature, side,
dimension, particular,
characteristic, detail,
point, ingredient,
strand, factor
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(adj) performing
adroitly and without
effort; arrived at
without due care or
effort; lacking depth
(verb) make easier;
increase the likelihood
of (a response)

Calling for, requiring, or
showing little or no effort.
easy, effortless, basic,
facile, simple,
uncomplicated

293

Facile

294

Facilitate

295

Fascia

296

Fateful

297

Fawning

(adj) attempting to
win favor by flattery;
attempting to win
favor from influential
people by flattery

298

Feasible

299

Feckless

(adj) capable of being
done with means at
hand and
circumstances as they
are
(adj) generally
incompetent and
ineffectual; not fit to
assume responsibility

300

Felicity

(noun) a sheet or
band of fibrous
connective tissue
separating or binding
together muscles and
organs etc
(adj) having
momentous
consequences; of
decisive importance;
ominously prophetic

(noun) pleasing and
appropriate manner or
style (especially
manner or style of
expression); state of
well-being
characterized by
emotions ranging from
contentment to
intense joy

ENGLISH

Notes

To make less difficult.
expedite, ease,
unobstruct, facilitate,
simplify

ominous, apocalyptic,
baleful, dark, dire, fateful,
ill-omened, ill-starred,
inauspicious, infelicitous,
sinister, unlucky,
unpromising,
unpropitious.
To flatter and behave in a
servile manner in order to
gain something. fawn,
apple-polish, bootlick,
curry favor with, dance
attendance on, toady
Capable of being done;
doable. possible,
conceivable, feasible,
imaginable, practicable,
viable, workable.
Not producing or
achieving a desired end or
effect. unsuccessful,
ineffective, ineffectual,
unproductive,
inefficacious, fruitless,
abortive, failed, futile,
unfruitful, useless,
unavailing, pointless,
bootless, wasted, feckless
Suited or appropriate to a
given circumstance or
purpose. suitable, apt,
apropos, felicitous,
congruous, correct, fit,
fitting, proper, right,
suitable for, suited for,
Felicity; A state of
heightened contentment
or pleasure :
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301

Feral

(adj) wild and
menacing

302

Fermentation

303

Fiesta

304

Figment

(noun) a process in
which an agent causes
an organic substance
to break down into
simpler substances;
especially, the
anaerobic breakdown
of sugar into alcohol;
a state of agitation or
turbulent change or
development
(noun) an elaborate
party (often outdoors)
(noun) a contrived or
fantastic idea

305

Filigree

306

Finagle

307

Flaunt

(noun) the act of
displaying something
ostentatiously; (verb)
display proudly; act
ostentatiously or
pretentiously

308

Flexible

(adj) bending and
snapping back readily
without breaking; able
to flex; able to bend
easily

(noun) delicate and
intricate
ornamentation
(usually in gold or
silver or other fine
twisted wire); (verb)
make filigree, as with
a precious metal
(verb) achieve
something by means
of trickery or devious
methods

Synonyms

ENGLISH

Notes

relating to, or
characteristic of
barbarians. barbaric,
uncivilized, barbarous,
bestial, brutish, feral,
primitive, savage.
The process in which
sugar is converted into
alcohol by yeast in the
absence of oxygen

festival" and for "party"
a mere product of mental i
nvention;
a fantastic notion:
a feigned, invented, or im
agined story, theory,
Something composed of
linked or interwoven
parts: network,
concatenation, chain,
filigree, fretwork, grid,
mesh, net, plexus, tissue,
web.
To take clever or cunning
steps to achieve one's
goals. jockey, maneuver,
manipulate, finesse,
finagle, pull strings, pull
wires.
To be proud of (oneself)
because of some
accomplishment or
achievement. boast,
speak proudly of, show
off, exhibit, flaunt. To
wield boldly and
dramatically.

pliable, supple, easily
bent, bendable, pliant,
malleable, mouldable, s
tretchable, workable, li
mber, ductile, tensile
plastic;adaptable,
adjustable, openended, open, open to
change,
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Flexion
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Florid
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Forswear
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Fracture

Definition

Synonyms

(noun) act of bending
a joint; especially a
joint between the
bones of a limb so that
the angle between
them is decreased;
deviation from a
straight or normal
course
(adj) inclined to a
healthy reddish color
often associated with
outdoor life;
elaborately or
excessively
ornamented
(noun) in constant
change; a flow or
discharge

flexion of the fingers

someone who directs
and supervise
(verb) formally reject
or disavow a formerly
held belief, usually
under pressure

Foreperson Forewoman
Boss Director

(noun) ditch dug as a
fortification and
usually filled with
water
(noun) the act of
cracking something;
breaking of hard
tissue such as bone

a long, narrow trench
or excavation

ENGLISH

Notes

Rich in detail. elaborate,
Byzantine, Daedalian
(literary), arabesque,
baroque, detailed,
euphuistic, fancy, florid,
flowery, frilly, intricate,
ornate, rococo,
sumptuous
abundant, usually
overwhelming flow: flood,
cascade, cataclysm,
cataract, deluge, freshet,
geyser, outpouring,
outrush, overflow, spate,
spurt, surge, tidal wave,
torrent, inundation, flux.

To make a declaration
which is untrue. lie,
fabricate, snow, falsify,
fib, forswear,
misrepresent, perjure,
prevaricate.

breaking, breakage,
cracking, cleavage,
rupture, shattering,
fragmentation,
splintering, splitting,
separation, bursting,
disintegration
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